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Ben Savage in every episode. It's hard to be invested in a side story about killing ants while our main story is
about slaying a dragon. At least during Meets Semi-Formal the characters interacted during the song, so the
story kept moving. Both couples are 14, both in a weired way saved each otherslife, Tapanga was there was
Cory had his tonsils out, as was Farkel for Riley. I feel so empty without my analysis! Well hahaha I can laugh
at you too. You've all seen part 3 by the time I'm writing this, while I still haven't, so maybe I'm completely
wrong and you're laughing at me. Rating: B-. I felt good about it too. So it was all just people negotiating over
their feelings, with the only drama coming from the fact that people kept needlessly laying down
emotionally-charged statements in public for no reason. The campfire was pretty close to perfect, but I'm just
dead tired of Lucas saying "I don't understand. There's still some good drama here, and this is a B episode.
They all keep doing shit like that throughout this episode and the next one and I hate it. It's a fake attempt to
create drama by just having people act in unbelievable histrionic fashion. So let us sum up, I agree that Ski
Lodge is going to be a huge turning point for all, in my eyes I see a possible new large triangle and a smaller
one. Big one first, Maya, Lucas, and Josh. He's setting has past aside in favor of his present. Is that rib joint
they went to actually called Chubbie's? I hope he can make me feel better about this. I'm not gonna yell in
your face if you try to hand me vanilla pudding, but I'm not gonna fall in love with you either. She's a good
enough actress at this point that her delivery would be completely different if Riley actually believed what
she's saying. I'm going to get some Steak and Shake and watch part 3. What they did instead, it would seem,
was not fuck with Episode 1 at all, and then stretch episode 2 into two distinct episodes. If you're not going to
resolve it, then don't do it in the first place. Talk soon Loading editor. The word of some strange girls has
swayed Vanessa's opinion of Zay. Just kiss. There was no depth here. And, then, yes, stalling in the form of
country music performances and shit. Small Triangle. Maybe in spirit, her heart is in the right place, but the
whole mystique with Lucas "not understanding" isn't fun for me. So that's the technical reviewer stuff.
Christian will be here eventually and I have no idea what he's going to say. It's distracting.


